Abstract-The automation of robotically delivered nondestructive evaluation inspection shares many aims with traditional manufacture machining. This paper presents a new hardware and software system for automated thickness mapping of largescale areas, with multiple obstacles, by employing computer-aided drawing (CAD)/computer-aided manufacturing (CAM)-inspired path planning to implement control of a novel mobile robotic thickness mapping inspection vehicle. A custom postprocessor provides the necessary translation from CAM numeric code through robotic kinematic control to combine and automate the overall process. The generalized steps to implement this approach for any mobile robotic platform are presented herein and applied, in this instance, to a novel thickness mapping crawler. The inspection capabilities of the system were evaluated on an indoor mock-inspection scenario, within a motion tracking cell, to provide quantitative performance figures for positional accuracy. Multiple thickness defects simulating corrosion features on a steel sample plate were combined with obstacles to be avoided during the inspection. A minimum thickness mapping error of 0.21 mm and a mean path error of 4.41 mm were observed for a 2 m 2 carbon steel sample of 10-mm nominal thickness. The potential of this automated approach has benefits in terms of repeatability of area coverage, obstacle avoidance, and reduced path overlap, all of which directly lead to increased task efficiency and reduced inspection time of large structural assets.
I. INTRODUCTION

W
ITH a concerted and growing emphasis on human safety [1] and the environment [2] , greater information is required on the current state and condition of the world infrastructure. Higher operational demands, such as greater working loads and longer working lifetimes [3] , coupled to a reduced capital investment in the replacement designs, have exerted greater strain and stress on numerous components critically affecting their condition and safe working lifetime [4] .
To ensure that infrastructure owners, operators, and planners have sufficient information readily available to them regarding the state and condition of their asset, numerous advances and developments have been demonstrated in the field of nondestructive evaluation (NDE). The process of detailed imaging and examination of structures in a sensitive, safe, and inherently nonintrusive manner has numerous advantages in operational, financial, and safety terms. Quantitative information on the condition of parts and components allows a skilled personnel or the emerging automated approaches to make decisions on the remaining lifetime and required replacement, ensuring maximum asset value, usage, and safety.
Numerous applications requiring inspection on large-scale structures, such as those found in the energy sector, are often in the areas difficult to access and hazardous to human beings [4] . This along with the requirements for greater inspection accuracy and efficiency has underpinned a research and development drive to automate the current NDE inspection techniques [4] , [5] . Only by delivering the NDE inspection systems to all points of interest within a structure, can full-scale coverage of the assembly be undertaken. There exists a drive to ensure full coverage to ensure no defects are overlooked or neglected. Automation of such inspection procedures improves accuracy by reducing human error [6] , which can often be categorized as the weakest link in the NDE supply chain [7] . Task efficiency and completion times can potentially be further improved through employment of a swarm of autonomous intelligent systems. Furthermore, automated processing of the collected NDE sensor data can then be undertaken to aid defect detection and recognition, especially when dealing with the large sensor data sets [8] .
The requirement for autonomous NDE systems has driven research and development in robotic inspection platforms capable of accessing structures and undertaking NDE using specialized sensors [9] . Previous research within the Centre for Ultrasonic Engineering (CUE), University of Strathclyde, Glasgow, U.K., has focused on mobile crawlers [4] , [9] , localization strategies and approaches through novel visual [10] and Bayesian methods [11] , along with multisensor (ultrasonic, visual, and magnetic flux leakage) payload delivery [12] - [14] . Similarly, inspired research has been undertaken internationally focusing on the areas such as robot design [15] , [16] , path planning for crawlers [5] , [17] , [18] , and component inspection [17] , [19] . All path-planning approaches described in [5] , [17] , and [18] fundamentally design their method for the optical or visual inspection deployment techniques, which coincidentally perform only surface inspection and do not perform internal imaging. Internal imaging of structures, such as thickness mapping, is commonly undertaken using the ultrasonic techniques, which require consistent control of sensor-to-surface normality, and typically feature a very much reduced single-point measurement inspection volume when compared with visual sensors. The genetic algorithm [5] , spanning-tree [17] , and Voronoi [18] path-planning algorithms presented do not therefore naturally directly translate to automated internal imaging and ultrasonic thickness mapping applications.
The current industrial state-of-the-art large-area asset remote thickness mapping inspection approaches largely consist of full manual remote control of a robotic delivery platform with an integrated ultrasonic sensor. The operator manually controls the platform motion to desired points, with the aim of producing a number of straight scans for larger areas, often spaced meters apart. The structures, such as oil storage tanks, featuring large surface areas and multiple access hatch obstacles are routinely inspected with such approaches and can take up to a number of days to inspect in such a labor intensive manner, while still not acquiring a full area scanning coverage [20] - [22] . This paper presents the contributions to the field of automated inspection of large-scale assets, building on the current technology and the level presented earlier. Such contributions, most notably, relate to a new adaptation of an automated pathplanning strategy, platform design, robot control, and data processing. First, a core contribution presented herein is a software pipeline for performing coverage path planning (CPP), especially suited for the internal imaging and thickness mapping inspections. Built upon the traditional computer-aided drawing (CAD)/computer-aided manufacturing (CAM) operations and introduced for the first time for automated mobile robot inspection applications, this approach is applicable to many mobile robotic devices. A second core contribution is introduced through a proof-of-concept demonstration of a simulated inspection scenario. This is undertaken using a custom novel robotic inspection platform, which allows for the characterization of complete system performance.
Section II details the path-planning concepts, with a focus on inspection related approaches, highlighting the similarities between such NDE application areas and traditional machining operations. Section III introduces the hardware, firmware, and software developed for this paper. Section IV details the technical structure of the proof-of-concept demonstration, utilized to undertake a mock industrial inspection. The subsequent proof-of-concept demonstration characterization results are introduced and analyzed in Section V. Section VI concludes this paper and notes future areas of relevant work.
II. PATH PLANNING
For remote inspection procedures to achieve greater coverage and efficiency, fundamental changes in the approach of both the current delivery platforms and their associated control and path-planning systems are required. Automated path planning must be introduced to replace the traditional inefficient manual approaches. Path generation algorithms produce the necessary waypoints and trajectories for automated travel of the platform and deployment of sensors to the points of interest. Path-planning strategies must account for desired area and volume coverage while also ensuring obstacle avoidance. In addition, they must consider and ensure both safe access and exit of the complete system.
A. Coverage Path Planning
CPP is the procedure of determining a path that passes over all points of an area or volume while avoiding obstacles [23] . Example robotic applications that fundamentally require such a planning strategy include vacuum cleaning robots, painting robots, underwater imaging systems, demining robots, lawn mowers, agricultural robots, and window cleaners [24] - [27] . Cao et al. [27] defined a set of criteria and requirements for robotic systems undertaking CPP operations in 2D environments.
1) The robot must move through all the points in the target area covering it completely. 2) The robot must inherently have the ability to fill the region without overlapping paths. 3) Continuous and sequential operation without any repetition of path is required. 4) The robot must avoid all obstacles. 5) Simple motion trajectories (e.g., straight lines or circles)
should be used for simplicity and control. 6) An "optimal" path is desired under available conditions. CPP algorithms can be classified as heuristic or complete depending on whether or not they provably guarantee complete coverage of the free space [23] . In addition, they can also be classified as either off-line or online. Off-line programming requires a priori knowledge of the environment, and it remaining static throughout the operation window [28] , while online algorithms feature not a priori knowledge and utilize real-time sensor measurements to profile the environment and path plan based on the acquired information.
Automation of path planning can yield benefits in terms of production, efficiency, and safety. The industry application, which has received considerable research and industrial focus in an automated area CPP, is that of spray painting [24] . More recently CPP for an industrial component inspection has undergone significant research in high value manufacturing applications, especially in aerospace, with a variety of NDE sensors being deployed [19] , [29] - [33] . Internal imaging applications in the manufacturing sector have utilized conventional robot arms to ensure sensor-to-surface normality, and [19] and [33] present a CAD/CAM-inspired path-planning toolbox for such robot deployment mechanisms.
CPP for crawler devices has also recently attracted research interest in the areas such as material handling and logistics [34] , vacuum cleaners, agriculture [35] , demining [26] , and inspection [5] , [17] , [18] , [31] , [32] . Traditional pathplanning algorithms for such platforms have focused on the configuration-space (C-space) representations such as Voronoi diagram [36] , regular and occupancy grids, generalized cones [37] , quad-tree [38] , and vertex graphs. In addition, CPP for Aerial platforms has received attention for opportunities in surveillance [39] , agriculture [40] , and disaster and emergency management.
B. Inspection Path Planning
Although sharing similarities to other industrial robotic application CPP strategies, automated inspection CPP is further challenging insofar that typical NDE applications require scanning of features that would normally be classed as obstacles in traditional robotics. This subtle distinction must be considered, as robotic positioning and path-planning algorithms must not safely avoid such an object, by traditionally moving as far as possible away from the object, but carefully approach such objects to allow the NDE sensors to be deployed with a very precise sensor-surface standoff distance control. Standoff distance must be consistent, along or around such objects, while also being repeatable, to allow industry code compliant inspection strategies to be deployed at regular intervals. This latter point ensures that operators are able to confidently monitor the rate of change of inspected structures.
Automated identification and selection of such features requiring inspection, for enhanced throughput and automation are very much in its infancy [33] and are not considered in this paper. Avoidance strategies must not only recognize obstacles, but also be intelligent in determining them as the features requiring inspection, or in fact just obstacles requiring avoidance. Therefore, a future requirement would be to group the objects into those that require inspection and those requiring avoidance.
One critical exception to the traditional object avoidance strategies and of significance to automated NDE systems is when deploying contact-based traction platforms. Crawler platforms, such as wheeled or gripper clamps, deploying traditional ferromagnetic/friction strategies or more advanced approaches such as vacuum devices [41] , use surfaces for successful maneuvering. In addition, such strategies must also consider the platform propulsion technique and its requirements when deciding courses of action.
It is therefore logical that all the parts of an automated NDE system, except contact-based inspection/localization sensors and traction devices, should always avoid contact to nearby objects throughout the inspection process. This is highly applicable in the deployment strategies of tight space or confined access, en route to a desired inspection point.
C. Inspection Path Planning Parameters
Path or motion planning is a key component in the realization of autonomous robotic systems [42] . From a robotic perspective, path planning is the method and approach to progress to a defined goal or location. Interlinked and conflicting parameters, such as obstacle avoidance, velocity, completion time, and robustness, define the overall strategy and technique. These are discussed in greater detail as follows, highlighting the key parameters of the inspection path planning.
1) Deployment Platform Design:
The deployment platform dictates the optimum path planning strategy to be investigated. Full six degree of freedom (DOF) platforms (aerial, conventional robot arms) can naturally maneuver to positions along paths that low DOF rail constrained scanners and surface traction platforms (crawlers) cannot achieve. This additional freedom allows greater flexibility dealing with challenging access constraints albeit at the expense of obstacle avoidance.
2) Area and Geometry to be Inspected and Imaged: The area, point, or object requiring inspection naturally dictates the path planning strategy. For example, simple flat rectangular geometries would typically require the traditional parallel raster scanning techniques, while spiral geometries would require circular loop paths. Complex-shaped surfaces naturally require complex spline-type paths.
3) Inspection Sensor: When considering path stepover, of critical importance is the sensor active aperture or sensor footprint. The sensor choice and area to be inspected are closely interlinked insofar that they directly dictate the number of imaging passes required to completely satisfy the coverage requirements. Sensor resolution is controlled by design fundamentals and relates to the window and sampling area of the sensor.
4) Inspection Path Pattern:
The NDE path pattern is directly dictated by the parameters such as inspection speed and desired resolution. First, the sampling time of traditional NDE sensors defines the maximum motion velocity, which directly limits the overall inspection time. Path resolution is dictated by the largest spacing increment between subsequent waypoints, while measurement resolution is fundamentally limited by the maximum sensor and path resolution. In addition, overall inspection time is directly controlled by the motion velocity and measurement spacing along the desired path.
5) Platform and Sensor Positioning Strategies:
The precision, accuracy, and repeatability of the platform and sensor positioning system ultimately limit the maximum inspection coverage rate, as inaccuracies would yield greater required path overlap and multiple sweeps. In addition, the initial tolerance of any acquired surface/object metrology information can affect the coverage rate as multiple incremental sweeps may be required to image the feature.
6) Material and Surface Properties:
The material under inspection can influence the path-planning strategy in two distinct manners. First, the delivery platform may use a particular method of traction (e.g., magnetic) and restrict its movement to surfaces that suit such constraints. Second, the material itself may dictate the pose of the NDE sensor to very specific values or ranges, depending on the parameters such as surface roughness or local geometry.
D. Inspection and Machining Path Planning Parallels
The automation of traditional machining operations began with numeric control (NC) in 1952 [43] . NC offered the control of mechanical actuators, through electronic commands. The advent of computer NC (CNC) allowed more complex multiaxis machining tool paths to be generated efficiently and safely [44] , [45] .
It is identified herein that both automated inspection and traditional machining path planning share many common aims and goals. First, they both desire to efficiently fully cover large areas of both planar and complex geometry while retaining sensor-to-surface normality of the tool/sensor. In addition, both scenarios can feature boundaries and areas that are to be left untouched. Furthermore, each application can require singular paths around distinct components of both simple and complex nature.
The individual concepts of manufacturing path planning, for milling operations, are considered as follows along with the corresponding parallels to NDE inspection concepts. Table I summarizes the equivalent parameters.
1) Manufacturing Process Planning:
This considers the overall process and flow of undertaking milling operations. Similarly, in automated inspection applications, such planning is undertaken to maximize asset or component utilization or value. Such an inspection example scenario would include that of a storage vessel inspection, which would likely require draining, prepared accordingly and then inspected, prior to painting and return to service.
2) Machine Tool and Controller Hardware Design Kinematics: This considers the physical capabilities, in terms of speed, acceleration, and range of movements, which can be achieved by the machine tool. In an automated NDE context, this relates to the deployment platform design, its DOFs, and its controller and positioning feedback strategies.
3) Cutting Parameter Estimates and Modeling:
In traditional machining operations, parameters, such as cutting force and travel velocities, are highly dependent on the material, cutting tool, desired throughput, and machine rigidity. Optimization allows the operators to specify maximum safe permissible cutting parameters for maximum throughput feed rates. Similarly, in an inspection context, the sensor defines the parameters such as contact pressure, maximum travel velocity, and sampling window. In addition, the surface and geometry to be inspected, along with the platform design and control strategies, define travel velocities and accelerations, especially with surface contact traction devices.
4) Path Generation:
Manufacturing operations require the efficient movement of the cutter across the areas and features requiring machining. Similarly, NDE sensors require to be scanned in a repeatable and precise fashion across areas requiring inspection.
5) Machining Simulation and Verification:
To allow operators to visualize and proceed with machining operations, simulation of the tool cutter with respect to the machined part is typically performed. This ensures that the final part is as manufactured with no errors, produced by stray cutting operations, while also allowing the operator to plan the physical process around items such as fixturing and cycle time. In automated NDE applications, such simulations offer the operator the opportunity to ensure compliance with the required feature coverage while also ensuring no collisions with the sample or surroundings.
E. Traditional Machining: Pocket milling
In the typical negative machining operations, a pocket is defined as an area with defined borders in which material should be removed. It must be noted that the borders can be defined inside or outside the part denoting a closed or open pocket, respectively [40] . In addition, island units are defined as the areas that are to be left unmachined and avoided (Fig. 1) . Such path operations are generated using the C-space methods described in [47] and [48] . Such operations share strong similarities to many common NDE inspection scanning scenarios, where the areas are desired to be scanned with raster scan paths while avoiding obstacles.
F. Machine Control and Implementation
The industrial standard for machine tool operation through the CAM techniques is that of G-Code [49] . G-Code is a standardized high-level NC language that is accepted by all the standard CNC machine tools. Movements such as straight Overall system structure and flow. Highlighted is the detailed breakdown of a commercially developed, previously developed, and newly developed work, with direct reference to their corresponding relevant section in this paper.
line (G01) and arc interpolations (G02 and G03) are standard operations along with the control of plunge-rate, feed-rate, and spindle speed. These basic functions allow a variety of operations to be undertaken, and the machining functions to be then performed. Additional G-code functions have been added to the standard protocol, which allow more complex operations to be performed.
Postprocessors: 1) A postprocessor is a tool that translates output statements from a robot simulator to a target robot language (G-Code), for deployment of off-line path-planning programming algorithms [50] , [51] . Postprocessors can be categorized as system-dependent, application-dependent, or generic [51] . System-dependent postprocessors translate robot simulation commands into a specific robot language, traditionally applicable to a certain manufacturer or system protocol [52] . Application-dependent postprocessors are made for a specific application with custom sequences. Generic postprocessors are theoretically capable of translating multiple simulator commands into languages for multiple robot controllers [51] .
III. OVERALL SYSTEM DESIGN
To evaluate and highlight the scalable benefits of machiningbased path planning for automated structural inspection, a comprehensive suite of hardware and software was developed.
First, a novel ultrasonic sensing inspection platform, the automated ultrasonic thickness (AUT) remote sensing agent (RSA), was adapted and optimized, building on previous work [53] , to investigate the feasibility of multiple obstacle automated inspection.
Second, a software pipeline was developed, utilizing both the commercial and custom developed packages to undertake and highlight the CPP for automated inspection applications. The overall system structure and flow are shown in Fig. 2 .
Commercial CAD/CAM software were used to generate machining path trajectories, while a custom postprocessor and Fig. 3(b) highlights the sound wave propagation from transmitter, through the tire to sample and back to receiver.
control and processing packages were developed specifically for this paper and the AUT RSA, in an established custom software package [RSA graphical user interface (GUI)] [4] .
A. AUT RSA Hardware
The AUT RSA is a recently developed three-wheel robotic crawler featuring the novel step of a single element ultrasonic wheel probe fit as an active rear wheel [ Fig. 3(a) ]. Introduced in [53] and revised, for this paper, the crawler design allowed for versatile steering and accurate dead reckoning of the platform, which is not feasible with industrial four wheeled designs due to their requirement of slippage when turning. These unique characteristics allow the platform an unrivalled degree of mobility when compared with traditional NDE crawler inspection platforms. The fully wireless nature of the platform offers advantages when compared with current wiredbased systems, which are limited in their overall reach and deployment suitability when considering umbilical dynamics, mass, and tangle free operation. The AUT RSA platform featuring magnetic traction therefore significantly widens the scope and potential of an automated full area coverage thickness mapping.
The wheel probe was a Silverwing NDT 5 MHz split crystal dry coupled sensor. Featuring no liquid filled region, it consists of two solid acoustically matched rubber tires rotating around a transducer housing to allow propagation of the transmitted compressional wave and receive signals, respectively [ Fig. 3(b) ]. The wheel probe has an approximate horizontal minimum spatial resolution of 24 mm.
The integrated drive electronics consisted of a custom single-channel high-voltage square wave pulser. A boost dc-dc converter provided a 110 V drive excitation voltage. Newly developed acquisition electronics, for enhanced signal recovery, consisted of a custom implemented single-channel low-noise preamplifier (AD8015 and AD8370 [54] ) coupled to a high-speed field programmable gate array analogue-todigital converter [55] . A USB connection established with the on-board general purpose processor, allowed buffering and transferring of raw data to the host computer (Fig. 4) .
Positional tracking and feedback control of the AUT RSA within the laboratory volume were achieved using a VICON six DOF motion capture system (VMCS) [56] . This photogrammetry system utilizes multiple optical cameras to track the pose of a unique arrangement of retroreflective markers attached to the platform. 1) AUT RSA Firmware: New low-level firmware, stored on an embedded microcontroller, was specifically developed for control of the active rear wheel. A proportional derivative controller was implemented to ensure that the rotation angle of the rear wheel matched the desired angle and that of the result of the two front wheels differential. The controller was manually tuned to ensure a suitable response profile and minimum overshoot.
B. RSA GUI
Additional software packages were developed, and current packages are modified within an established custom C++ personal computer RSA GUI for full control of the AUT RSA.
The GUI features a 3D visual world representation, where the structural asset CAD models can be imported, displayed, and the position of the robot relative to the sample visualized. Path trajectories can be manually selected across the sample, and subsequent NDE results can be displayed and visualized relative to the sample. All RSA parameters, including raw NDE results, are logged and can be visualized live if desired.
1) Complex Inspection Path Module:
This package allowed complex shaped surfaces and geometries to be imported into the 3D visual world. This feature allowed subsequent desired path-planning algorithms and results to be overlaid and displayed on the inspection geometry.
2) AUT RSA Control Module: This module featured the necessary functions and parameter settings, such as wheel velocity and pose, to allow control and optimization of the additional DOF found on the AUT RSA with its active rear wheel. This module also included a manually tuned PID heading controller, with positional information measured by the VMCS, to maintain path following and attain desired waypoints.
3) AUT RSA Thickness Mapping Signal Processing Module: All the captured raw ultrasonic signals were wirelessly transferred to the remote RSA GUI. Due to the compressive nature of the wheel probe tire and the variation in sound propagation through the tire and sample, accurate calculation of the thickness of the sample based on conventional time of flight information between the transmitted pulse and the first back wall echo return was deemed unsuitable. Therefore, the corresponding thickness of the material was calculated using successive back wall echos, with three successive echos utilized for averaging purposes. In addition, small local variations in coupling between tire and surface yield a corresponding change in back wall echo amplitude, with poorly coupled instances yielding reduced amplitudes. The minimum peak detection amplitude of each back wall echo must therefore take into consideration the coupling environment. As the receive acquisition process begins shortly after the firing pulse, the largest peak in the acquired captured data logically corre- sponds to the first back wall echo. Due to the attenuative nature of traditional materials, successive back wall echoes have correspondingly reduced amplitudes. The peak detection algorithm (1) therefore accounted for variation in the amplitude of the first echo and detection of both the second and third maxima based on the former (Fig. 5 )
where m t is the material thickness (mm) and v c is the speed of sound in material (mm/s). Each ultrasonic acquisition was both time and position-stamped. The position of the AUT RSA as measured by the VMCS was that of the center of turning rotation, namely, the central point of the front two drive wheels. As the wheel probe was located at the rear of the platform, displaced in one axis along the length of the robot, the position of the actual ultrasonic measurement followed an arc movement centered on the RSA center of rotation. A 2D coordinate transform was utilized to calculate the point of ultrasonic measurement as shown in (2) Therefore, all ultrasonic measurements were recorded at their correct position of capture.
4) AUT RSA Data Visualization and Reporting Module:
A new module for results visualization and processing was implemented within MATLAB, but able to be called from the RSA GUI. This package allowed the previous inspection geometry to be exported and all scan data, including thickness data and sensor scan paths, to be overlaid on the geometry. In addition, this module allows quantifiable results to be obtained on the parameters such as thickness deviation to original and sensor path error.
C. CAD/CAM Package
The Mastercam X6 package was utilized for CAM operations and subsequent machining inspired path trajectories.
1) Custom AUT RSA Machine Tool: A custom machine tool was designed within Mastercam to simulate the AUT RSA when undertaking an inspection operation (Table II) . The working envelope of the AUT RSA was represented as a cylinder of diameter 460 mm. This was calculated from the turning center origin between the drive wheels to the safe outer maximum limit of extension of any part of the platform. This included the whole case, the active back wheel in all orientations and all associated connectors. Additional parameters were specified in relation to deployment velocities based on traditional speed and rate variables (Table III) . In 2D milling commands Mastercam features no intelligent tool collision protection by adaption of the path trajectory. It is a requirement of the operator to ensure that no collisions occur by reviewing the generated path motion simulation. Due to the rear swing nature of the active back wheel of the AUT RSA, the full working envelope of the AUT RSA can, as discussed earlier, be defined with a radius of 230 mm from the turning center of the AUT RSA. The actual working envelope at any particular instance of time will consist of a partial section of the full envelope defined by the current pose of the platform. Therefore, a 230 mm of clearance around the contours of each island was specified to ensure no collisions.
D. AUT RSA Postprocessor
A custom system-dependent postprocessor and parser were developed for the AUT RSA to allow path trajectory algorithms to be simulated and deployed in the inspection scenarios. The postprocessor was created to export only a limited number of basic function G-Codes (G01, G02, and G03) and subsequently allow straight line and arc functions in a proofof-concept demonstrator.
A parser was implemented within MATLAB to accept the postprocessed NC output and convert this into suitable XML structured commands, as utilized for all desired paths and coordinates in the established RSA GUI. As all the arcs are fundamentally represented by a finite number of straight-line sections, the parser first required the operator to specify the 
E. AUT RSA Ultrasonic Calibration
The thickness mapping ability of the AUT RSA system was evaluated on a single straight-line path on a 10-mm thick calibration sample plate (carbon steel S275 plate), 2000 mm long and 300 mm wide. A reference thickness measurement was taken ten times along the same path using a calibrated micrometer caliper. The result of this scan, with the speed of sound set as 5920 m/s, is shown in Table IV . Note the small but consistent underestimate of sample thickness.
IV. PROOF-OF-CONCEPT DEMONSTRATION
Large steel plate structures are utilized in many industrial structures not limited to oil and gas storage tanks, ship hulls, and wind turbine towers. Due to environment and local conditions, these plates are often subject to corrosion and as such gradually face loss of thickness. To confirm with appropriate legislation and ensure integrity, thickness mapping is periodically undertaken across the plated structure. Automated thickness mapping is a challenging inspection, when considering full area coverage, due to logistics such as structure features/obstructions, robotic logistics, and environmental conditions.
The combination of the AUT RSA and machining-based path planning approach yields themselves directly to the challenge of automated full area coverage inspection scanning. A sample, with typical obstacles and simulated defects, was produced, to undertake a mock inspection scan and highlight the proof-of-concept.
A. Industrial Sample
A subscale sample [2000 × 1000 × 10 mm 3 carbon steel (S275) plate], including obstructions and simulated defects, was fabricated to mimic a traditional plated floor. Two obstructions were affixed to the plate to mimic typical industrial obstacles protruding through the floor (Table V) . In addition, seven flat bottom holes of 25 mm, all of varying depths, were machined into the underside of the plate at various locations to simulate localized loss of thickness (Fig. 6) . The locations of these defects and their micrometer-measured depth are described in Table VI. TABLE V   INDUSTRIAL SAMPLE OBSTACLE INFORMATION WITH CORRESPONDING  INDUSTRIAL COMPONENT A manual ultrasonic thickness benchmark was conducted, prior to obstacle fitment, using standard equipment (5 MHz GE RotoArray and Olympus Omniscan MX2). The reference thickness map is shown in Fig. 7 highlighting the nominal 10-mm thickness and varying depth defects.
All seven 25-mm diameter artificial defect flat-bottomed holes were located. In addition, a further defect was located nearby to defect 6, where on investigation of the surface area, an adhesive film was found present, which does not permit the ultrasonic wave to propagate through the sample. An additional six 10-mm diameter holes present within the sample, near bottom center right, but not related to this paper, were also detected. Fig. 7 . Reference industrial thickness map. Shown is the thickness change detected across all the seven (25-mm diameter) defects, six (10-mm diameter) defects, and one nonartificial defect close to the plate center. Fig. 8 . Industrial sample scan generated path in Mastercam. Highlighted is the raster scan with 50 mm step-over and obstacle avoidance working envelope boundaries required to ensure no collisions when the AUT RSA is scanning.
B. Automated Inspection Path Planning Strategy
To highlight the proof-of-concept, a suitable measurement scanning strategy was developed. A raster scan with consistent spacing, across the sample, while avoiding the obstacles was deemed to highlight the benefits of this novel approach, especially when considering the large-scale structures.
The CAD model of the industrial sample was produced in Mastercam to generate the appropriate NC output based on standard milling operations. The sample area was reduced to 1800 × 800 mm 2 to allow safety margins for the robot. An open pocket with multiple island operations was selected with each island representing an obstacle. The desired stepover between the paths was set to 50 mm, rather than the 10 mm minimum to ensure acomplete full area thickness mapping based on the transducer aperture area. This compromise was deemed justifiable and suitable in terms of coverage and task completion time, while still allowing scalability to the full value. The generated path, shown in Mastercam, is detailed in Fig. 8 .
The operation was then simulated to ensure no collisions and then exported through the CUE RSA postprocessor and parser with a minimum arc interpolation distance of 10 mm selected. This was based on knowledge of the obstacle curvatures and the experience of the RSA drivetrain not being accurate on small distance motions due to the ramp-up phase of the motors [57] .
The desired waypoints were then computed, exported into the RSA GUI, and visually displayed for the operator, while offering the capacity to simulate the robot undertaking the scan path.
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. NDE Results
The ultrasonic thickness map with superimposed defect outlines highlighting their location and size is shown in Fig. 9 . Fig. 9 . AUT RSA thickness map with overlaid defects. Shown is the inbuilt obstacle avoidance ability of the strategy and the sample thickness measured at all the scanned points and thickness changes detected near defects. The result highlights the successful nature of the generated paths in avoiding both the obstacles and simultaneously thickness mapping the sample. Run out areas from the steel sample perimeter, shown in Fig. 9 (outer red lines) at 2000 × 1000 mm 2 , were manufactured from a mediumdensity fibreboard at a similar height of 10 mm. The scan was undertaken in a timeframe of 15 min.
Defect 1 was not fully detected as both the path trajectories failed to intersect with the defect centerline. This underlined the importance of correctly defining both path scanning resolution, and minimum defect detection size to avoid loss of coverage events.
To visually identify the potential defects, all measurements with a recorded plate thickness lower than the minimum value obtained on the nominally similar calibration plate (8.86 mm) were flagged and recorded as the locations of potential loss of material. The result of this thresholding is shown in Fig. 10 , again overlaid with superimposed defect outlines highlighting their location and size.
Defects 4 and 7 were not detected (ND) due to the low nominal remaining plate thickness and the lightly damped characteristics of the transducer (note that, this was a limitation of the specific ultrasonic waveform characteristics employed rather than a fundamental limitation of the scanning technique). Defects 2 and 3 were all detected twice at the neighboring sample locations indicating that the AUT RSA transducer trajectory passed through the defect for more than one sample interval. In addition, one nonartificial defect was also located close to the plate origin, as previously highlighted by the reference ultrasonic thickness scan. The AUT RSA defect results are recorded in Table VII . The location of a measured defect was defined as the center point of the transducer as calculated from platform turning center position as measured by VMCS. The x and y error was calculated from the difference between the actual position and the mean x and y measured location when a defect was located by multiple measurements. When considering measured plate thickness, the mean value was taken in the instances of multiple successive measured plate thickness measurements. The plate thickness error values noted earlier are clearly far away from the currently accepted convention of approximate accuracy limits (±0.002 mm) when using modern equipment, manually scanned and calibrated for parameters such as cable lengths, temperature, and surface properties [58] . However, the values, shown in Table VII , are broadly aligned with the practical accuracy values of ±0.5 mm, found in typical similar scenario manual inspections [59] - [61] . This is encouraging considering the automated aspect of the measurement and its relative infancy.
Clearly, as remaining plate thickness is obtained through time of flight measurement, a further calibration of plate velocity could be undertaken on the actual sample to better align the actual and measured results. As precision ultrasonic measurement was not the core focus of this paper and the sensor platform was calibrated on a reference sample prior to deployment, it was felt that this was unnecessary.
Fundamentally, the ultrasonic thickness accuracy is a result of many parameters, such as the characteristics of the transducer receiver, instrument calibration, uniformity of material sound velocity, and the performance of the automated thickness extraction algorithms.
The positional x, y error of each defect relies first on the pitch of the ultrasonic transducer, whereupon a smaller pitch will give a much reduced measurement aperture centered at a common point. Second, the error is dependent on the positional accuracy of the center of the active back wheel mechanism, which itself is fundamentally dependent on the overall system path accuracy. This appreciation is critical to understanding the importance of overall platform and system path and position accuracy, which is detailed in Section V-B.
The current convention for desired probe position measurement accuracy, and in turn defect location position accuracy, is typically dependent on the application and techniques being deployed. In typical manual inspection applications, <1 mm is desired, with some constrained geometry automated applications, typically using optimized low DOF Cartesian scanning rigs being far lower than this (±0.1 mm) [62] . It must be noted that the results from this novel implementation are further away from its manual counterpart than desired, but as stated are highly related to the platform path and pose accuracy, which is now considered.
B. System Path Accuracy
To characterize the performance of the AUT RSA and quantify the path error for the scan, the desired and actual paths were compared. The 6 DOF pose estimate, as measured by the VMCS, of the AUT RSA was sampled at a frequency of 50 Hz. The path error at any individual VMCS measured point was defined as the perpendicular distance from the desired straightline path to the VMCS measured point. The path accuracy statistical information is shown in Table VIII . It is worth noting that both the large positive and negative path errors were encountered at the corners or turning locations, while the lower mean and root mean square errors highlight the overall system performance, when considering the dominant straightline path sections.
The system path accuracy was dependent on many factors. First, the rigidity of the platform and the accuracy to which the zero degree angle of the active back wheel mechanism were first set and maintained. Second, the operation and performance of the AUT RSA pose heading controllers in controlling the platform pose along the desired paths. Third, the accuracy and resolution of the VMCS motion tracking system and the accuracy to which the VMCS object were defined initially with respect to the turning center of the platform. It is the authors opinion that these were done to a sufficient standard to highlight the current state-of-the-art.
Previous studies of the xy mean squared path error encountered on a similar kinematic platform for NDE were found to be 7.10 mm at best, utilizing an extended Kalman filter (EKF) and ultrasonic-based tracking system, and 45.5 mm at worst using pure odometry from wheel encoders [11] . Such large error values were also observed in a motorized pipeline inspection robot utilizing pure odometry [63] , where the authors provided the raw estimates of robot pose and hence defect location within an error range of 300 to 900 mm. Of particular note in [11] was that the path error was directly proportional to the path length, and as found also in this paper, the largest error deviations were located at the turning points or corners.
To compensate for such errors, White et al. [64] highlighted that with the introduction of a manufacturing inspired interferometry-based laser tracker (Leica LTD-800) positional accuracies as high as ±0.1 mm can be obtained, and as expected, the accuracy of the crawler was highly dependent on the core accuracy of its pose measurement system. Work undertaken on characterizing the accuracy of the VMCS was undertaken in [65] , and highlighted it to be nominally >1 mm, further highlighting the core accuracy limits achievable from the presented system and scan.
In [64] , the laser tracker provided a positional information, of a pan-tilt controlled retroreflector, attached to an inspection crawler, into an EKF position and control strategy. It is worth noting that no detailed orientation accuracy was measured, and that such equipment, while being of very high monetary value, also requires full line of sight with the tracker base station at all times (often not a practically attainable constraint). With regards to this paper, the authors believe that due to that due to aforementioned nature of obstacles in the inspection environment and the inherit ability to avoid these with the presented path planning strategy, it would be very challenging to ensure continuous line of sight during an inspection scan employing solely laser tracker-based approaches. Future practical inspection systems will likely use the tracking systems commensurate with the required application accuracy and suitability.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The authors have presented a new comprehensive hardware and software solution for automated robotic NDE inspection scenarios. The new approach was demonstrated on a novel thickness mapping robot used to measure simulated corrosion wall thickness loss, in a steel sample plate representative of many real inspection geometries.
The core hardware, critical to the realization of the complete strategy, related to the development of the novel AUT RSA, a differential driven robot platform incorporating an actively driven rear ultrasonic wheel probe. The design allowed for versatile steering and accurate dead reckoning of the platform, while undertaking thickness mapping measurements, which is currently not feasible with the industrial inspection platforms.
The similarities between the traditional machining operations and the NDE inspection path-planning requirements were highlighted to be in the areas including coverage efficiency, simulation, and obstacle avoidance, while also in the lessapparent areas such as path stepover and continuous sensorto-surface normality requirements. A toolchain strategy was presented that allowed standard G-Code to be translated into the kinematic drive parameters for the mobile robotic inspection vehicle. The approach presented is quite general, relying on definition of robot platform specific kinematic parameters to achieve the correct G-code postprocessing.
Utilization of commercial machining path generation algorithms (in this example Mastercam) allowed the software system to be developed swiftly using an industry standard common language and methodology. This has commercial and operational benefits in providing a consistent and repeatable approach to path coverage, independent of individual NDE inspectors. Additional software was developed to acquire and process the raw ultrasonic measurement data to automatically produce a resultant thickness map.
The complete system was deployed on a mock industrial thickness-mapping inspection scenario to highlight the proof of principle and performance, with the results of this in terms of obstacle avoidance, ultrasonic thickness mapping, and path accuracy presented and discussed. A minimum thickness mapping error of 0.21 mm and a mean path error of 4.41 mm were observed for a 2 m 2 carbon steel sample of 10-mm nominal thickness. These results compare favorably with the typical values obtained in the related manual and robotic inspection scenarios.
In summary, such a demonstration and the contributions improve and build-on the current state-of-the-art in large-scaleasset remote inspection and allow the potential for increased automation of the task with technical, commercial, and safety benefits as described earlier.
Future work would investigate the addition and integration of the on-board location sensor systems, while assessing their performance on the parameters such as path accuracy, in an effort to remove global systems such as the VMCS for full remote automated inspection.
Furthermore, this new approach is not fundamentally limited to crawler platforms and could be scaled up to other platforms, such as aerial, by including the z-axis components of the CAM generated numeric code and combining with suitable kinematic model of the robotic platform in the postprocessor. Therefore, it can be conceived that the foundations to a scalable and flexible obstacle-avoiding path-planning strategy for robotic inspection applications have been presented.
